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Резюме: В данной статье описываются особенности аффиксов казахского языка, в том
числе суффиксов, образующих варианты имен (существительных, прилагательных, числи
тельных), определяется их инновационной модели.
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КАЗАК ТИЛИНДЕГИ МОРФОЛОГИЯЛЫК ВАРИАНТТАРДЫН
АФФИКСТЕРДИН ЖАРДАМЫ МЕНЕН КАЛЫПТАНЫШЫНЫН
МОДЕЛИ
Аязбаева С.
Корутунду : Бул макалада казак тилинин аффикстеринин eзгeчeлYктeрYн керсетет, анын
ичинен атоочтуктардын (зат атоочтун, сын атоочтун, сан атоочтун) суффикстеринин варианттарын, алардын инновациодук моделин аныктайт.
Негизги сездер: казак тили, аффикс, суффикс варианттары, морфологиялык варианттары,
инновациондук моделдери.
Variability and systematic nature of doublet
forms in the speech occurs in any language.
This is a dynamic phenomenon that occurs on
the basis of the characteristics of each language.
Therefore, in linguistics comprehensively deals
with the problem of grammatical variability.
Many foreign and native scholars attached great
importance to the phenomenon of variability
in the language and evaluated it as a product
of human cognition. The subject of language
variability, conditions and causes, the direction
of development and its influence on vocabulary
are particularly relevant to society, as variants
of words enrich it. Through variability can be
seen at what level is the development of each
language, how it (the language) is perfect and
flexible. O f course, the study of word options
is one of the urgent problems of speech culture
in the modern Kazakh language. This article
describes the peculiarities of the Kazakh
language affixes, including suffixes forming
variants of names (nouns, adjectives, numerals),
defines their innovative model. The problem of
variability of modern Kazakh language belongs
to one of the most important branches of
linguistics. Language is closely connected with
the community and has a historical nature. In the
theory of word formation the problem of variants
takes a great place. Verbal variants may be
associated with social differences. Equilibrium of
word meanings is one of the signs of variability,
and the relative proximity, related words by
the meanings is a quality inherent synonymy.
Language is a public property, national cultural
heritage, transmitted from age to age. Without
studying phenomenon of variability, synonyms,
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which is closely intertwined with elements of
the national language, it is impossible deeply
to know the wisdom of the language, learn all
the features of speech. Words, maintaining the
accuracy of the meaning under the influence
of various phenomena in the development of
society, can be used in several different ways.
This is the essence of the term variability.
Like other languages of Turkic people, the
variability of the words in the Kazakh language
is plentiful, multifaceted and used for different
purposes in speech and writing. Studying the
variation of words, you can learn a lot about
the past of the nation, about native speaker
and his culture. But in demonstration of the
variability of the Kazakh language is still very
much an unidentified. The term “variant” (from
the Latin “variable”) is explained as different
pronunciation of the name of a specific subject,
phenomenon. Between these units must be kept
equal importance. This is the basic essence of
the doublet in the language. Doublet is a natural
process that accompanies process of formation
of literary norms[5]. According to Ualiev N.:
“Compact, flexible pronunciations (variants)
on the general laws of any of the languages are
suitable for communication activities. These
forms existing in the language, form the theory
of variability o f ’ [1.175].
Doublet is found in all language levels.
In connection with such different kinds of
doublet as phonetic, lexical, phraseological,
grammatical, orthoepic, orthographic views of
the doublet, its grammar, syntactic parallelism.
For example: balalar // baldar, zhubatty //
zhuatty, zhylauyk // zhylanky, zhylagysh,
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onge // ozge, zhartyday // zhartylay, dausy //
dauysy, zhai // zhay, rahat // rakhat, alyp ket
// apket, bolganmyn // bolgamyn, algashynda
// algashky kezde // ilki azirde, kelipti // kepti
used in doublet forms. They form doublets
needed for simplicity, ease of pronunciation.
O f course, the doublet form of names of the
same object, action, features, phenomena are
unacceptable from the standpoint of norms.
Doublets over time exposed to the semantic
differentiation, additional functions are allocated
in accordance with the language needs, make
a kind of contribution to the development of
speech culture. Preformative suffixes differ in
features and stylistic coloring. Synonymous,
occurring in words, inherent suffixes. No matter
how much were the same values synonymous
suffixes, they can not be equivalent. They differ
semantically and stylistically. Related suffixes
differ in sphere of usage of words to which they
are added. They can be attached to any root, but
never added to the words after suffixes. Words
forming morphological variants may not be from
different parts of speech, they all belong to one
and the same part of speech. Variants of words
from different parts of speech are found only
in numerals. For example: eki-kos, par-egiz,
ekiden biri-zhartysy-zharymy, tortten biri shirek (in these pairs the first part - a numeral,
and the second - nouns, adjectives). Words
forming morphological variants in the Kazakh
language, relate mainly to the nouns, adjectives,
verbs [2, 36-40].In the Kazakh language words
are formed by three ways. The first of them is
morphological (synthetic), the second is the
syntactic (analytical), the third is morphological
(syntax) - a synthetic-analytical method. In the
examples above, all nouns found abstracted
general grammatical meaning, basically, for all
its monotony differ in categories of concrete and
abstract, property and common noun, individual
and collective. With the development of society
variability elements are processed in connection
with the ease of pronunciation, flexible thinking,
the suitability for transfer of human thoughts
and views, take place natural selection, acquire
the features of mass, eventually approaching
to the literary norms. Variants of nouns play
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an enormous role that can be used as a literary
doublets to enhance the culture of speech.
Numerals and nouns externally are not different,
in the nominative case form represent the same.
There are no adjectives formants, it means to the
adjectives when added case, possessive endings
and plural endings, they become substantive
lose all signs of an adjective, “objectified” .
Main syntactic role of adjectives in a sentence is
attribute. One of the main features of adjectives
is a defining function in a sentence. Adjective
is a historical category, developing as smoothly
as other grammatical categories in the language.
Types of grammatical variants of words are very
much in language. When suffixes added to words,
there is appears a definite meaning of the word.
This is another side of its historical development.
There are lexical and grammatical part of
speech denoting concepts associated with signs
of objects. Their role is huge in the transmission
of each feature, features, appearance, weight,
quality items, artistic and accurate portrayal of
mood, self-motivated, shades of human thought.
As it is known, the composition of synonymous
series of words are different, they can internally
change. When these changes are equal, they can
induce the formation of morphological variants
of words. There are also variants of adjectives.
Adjectives are formed by morphological,
syntactic, morphological and syntactic methods.
Adjectives as parts of speech are differentiated
by morphological features. When adjectives
are used with nouns and implement its primary
function, they do not change by numbers, by
cases and do not added possessive endings.
According to the famous scientist Iskakov A.:
“The adjective has also specific suffixes forming
derivative adjectives, prepositions, adjectives
that form adjective from adjective (degrees of
comparison), along with the suffixes forming
adjectives forms from other parts of speech
(noun, adverb). They are the morphological
forms of adjectives” [3, 167]. Adjectives formed
by morphological method with appropriate
suffixes. Professor N. Oralbai in his book “The
morphology of modern Kazakh language writes:
“Every part of speech has its own indicators
that reveal its morphological features, some of
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them are indicators of grammatical categories
of the speech, others - preformative suffixes.
These two morphological parameters are
inherent adjectives” [4, 136]. In fact things are
not uniform, so there are many indicators of
their symptoms. In the proposal, it is important
to distinguish between forms of speech to
distinguish from that of grammatical forms
preformative. Adjectives can be in the following
forms: basic root adjectives derived from the
roots, complex roots, joined roots, complex
combinations of adjectives. When adjectives
are used in different degrees of comparison,
adjective in a sentence is changed by suffixes
of category degrees of comparison, changes
morphemic structure of words, and increases
the number of auxiliary morphemes. Affixes
-ly, -li, -dy, -di, -ty, -ti (-iw , - ii, -aw, -gi, - t h ,
-Ti) are one of the productive adjectives forming
suffixes. These suffixes form the next model in
the formation of adjectives. With affixes -ly, -li,
-dy, -di, -ty, -ti (- i h , - ii, -aw, -gi, - t h , -Ti)
according to their specific lexical meanings
are formed morphological variants, indicating
the availability and adequacy of any object or
phenomenon.
CbipKaTTbi//cbipK;ayibi. Sick, people with
poor health.
D a n iy a r b eca m e ill a n d c o u ld n o t j u s t learn
the v illa g e sch ool. (S.Omarov). (S.Omarov).
ffaH unp cbipyam m bi Sonbin, aybin M exm eSin
d e p Ke3inde o yu anM asan (C.OMapoBj. M a c b
Sonca

an nu cm u

anybiM dasan Acbin

co^ bi

Ke3de cbipyaynbi Son andbi (E.Mbip3axMeTOB).
A ssyl, w h ich m o re than six ty y e a r s, b ec a m e ill

(E.Myrzahmetov).
H6aibi//H6aaaTTbi//HHa6aTTbi.
mannered, able to show respect.

woman. (A.Nurpeisov). HHaSammbi, uSanbi
w acm apdb^

auenee

Kepcem em iH naubiym bi

yypM em in deu mYciHdi (0.HYpnemcoB).

EopaHflbi//6opacbiHflbi. A snowstorm.
Khasen could not determine the time on a
moonless snowstorm. (I.Esenberlin). KYHci3,
aucbi3 S o p a n d b d a n a d a XaceH M e3eind^ yau
y a y b im eKeHiHeH d e a d a c m b (I.EceH6ep.nHH).

When instead of bright and j oyful summer comes
winter with snowstorms, also to man comes
anger and indignation. (Zh.Zhumahanov). M a u daprn w a p y b in w a s d b f y opHbma Sopacbindbi
ybic KenemiHi cu n ym b , Ke3iHde a3aM am ya a m y
MeH M3a d a n au biy (^.^^MaxaHOB).

KeiicTi//KeiiciMgi. Nice, fine, appropriate,
fit, perfect on a figure.
Let every man has appropriate advice.
(“Aitys”). K en icm i K e ^ c m biycbm yau
m y m a ^ a n (« A h tm c» ). Blond, beautiful, with
a swan neck, a lovely person, and clothes fit.
(I.Esenberlin). A y y y S a , cwM Sam m w, ya3 m o u uh

, 6om aee3 cy n y w a n eKeH, Kueen KuiMdepi de

KeniciMdi (I.EceHGep^HH).

^apacTH K Tw //^apacH M flH . W hat looks
nice, fit man, creates his appearance, nice image.
The girl sat down with the inherent delicacy,
and without raising eyes several times looked
at his brother Mahmut. (D.Abilev). % u 3 Sana
w a p a c m b iy m b i ddennen om bipbin, Ke3 a cm w Men M endipen M axM ym a sa cm n a ya p a n -y a p a n

(,3,.06meB). From the side, dressed
very neatly, with very suitable thick black hair.
(M.Auezov). CbipmbmaH ya p a sa n d a , epeKm e
anadbi

Yybinm bi Kuineen, e3ine w a p a c b M d b yam y a p a
m am bi S ap (M. 0ye3OB).

AyMaKTbi//ayKMMflbi. Have an enormous
territory, huge, immense.

Polite,

A n tlers, c o m p a r e d to o th e r a n im a ls ’ horns,
a re b ig g e r (“Explanatory dictionary”). BYSbinb^

M id d le -a g e d w o m a n b o w e d p o lite ly a n d

MYui3i

S a cya

MYui3di

a^ apsa

y a p a sa n d a

le d the g ro u p to the h ospital. (Z.Shashkin).

ayybiM dbi Kenedi («TYciHgipMe ce3giK»). His

M a caM bic

(3.fflamKHH). So be polite, smart, clever,
not shameless. (K.Amanzholov). K im ineuin,

issues, morality, he wants to say, a picture
that wants to describe, a person that he wants
to depict must be as varied, immense, as in his
novel (F.Orazaev). Онbzц K em epep W Yei, au m a p

SiniMdi, oubi 3epeK, u S a d a m m b Son Kencin,

Mopani,

a p cb ^ d a n S a u (KAMaH*o.noB). Understood as

a d a M b p o M an dasbidau кeц d e ayM aym b , ap

a homage of polite and delicate youth to the

m a p a n m b S onysa m u ic (O.Opa3aeB).

de,

m onm b
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ybinbiynen

eMxaHaHb

uindi

apanadb
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c y p em m ep ya y u sa c b i,

Seuneneum in

Horse, which skips on long distance, all the
forces of reserves for the second half of the road.

¥зацца шабатын алымды лс) iipii; бар куиан
жолдыц ектии жартысына жумсайтыны
белг1л1.
Салмакты//саликалы Balanced, mellow.
Sabira, despite the fact that her husband
for many years was the chief of the district,
stay the same balanced. (T.Ahtanov). Сэбира

к) iieyi ауданга цаниш жыл басшы болса да, баягы байсалды мшезшеи аумайды
(Т.Ахтанов). Kagazbay’s wife Zaure balanced
person of medium height, with a freckled face.
(B.Sokpakbaev). К^агазбайдыц siieni Зэуре

орта бойлы, шубар жуздi, салмацты адам
(Б.Сок;пак;баев). Mother Cabibais about seventy
years old, balanced and calm woman (A.Sataev).

К^абиба тешей - жеттске жетт цалган
салгщалы да сабырлы цария (А.Сатаев). Janat
slowly goes through the streets carrying the eyes
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of the collective farm. (G.Mustafin). Жанат
жай басып колхоз квиан байътты козбен
втклзт келедi (F.Мустафин).
As we can see, these examples are
morphological variants of derived adjectives.
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